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 Divorce and rela- 
     tionship break-ups
 Losing your job
 Family dysfunction
 Phobias and fears
 Bereavement and   
      grief
 Car crashes and  
      other accidents
 Anxiety about debt
 Trauma from  
      combat
 The after-effects of  
      bullying or violence
 Stress about your  
      family’s future

What can  
be treated?

By Stephen hayward

Fury grows 
over Post  

Office cuts 
THOUSANDS of angry Post 
Office customers are join-
ing a campaign against 
plans to shut high street 
branches and move the 
services into stores.

In David Cameron’s own 
constituency of Witney, 
Oxon, 2,000 people have 
signed a petition to keep 
their major branch, while 
4,000 have done the same 
in Hastings, East Sussex. 

Communication Workers’ 
Union leader Bill Hayes 
said the proposals to move 
services from 76 post  offices 
to stores such as Tesco and 
WH Smith would slash the 
network across the country 
by about 20 per cent.

He said: “Customers want 
to keep these well-used 
post offices.” 

The union has staged a 
series of 24-hour strikes as 
part of a wider campaign 
for better pay.

Post Office bosses said 
the 373-strong “crown” 
branch network, which 
handles services such as 
pension payments, is losing 
£40million a year.

Fighting on... Bill Hayes

By Ian Fletcher

Leo’s Great 
tonic for 

spirit sales
GIN and bourbon sales are 
rocketing as Great Gatsby 
fever fuels a demand for 
classic cocktails.

Demand for gin soared 
by 23 per cent in Waitrose 
as shoppers get a taste for 
rickeys, the favourite drink 
of  author F. Scott Fitzgerald 
and lead character Jay 
Gatsby, played by Leonardo 
DiCaprio in the new film, 
due for release this week.

Sales of American whis-
key and bourbon – used in 
the mint juleps also men-
tioned in the 1920s novel 
– are up 31 per cent while 
demand for vermouth has 
increased by a fifth.

Waitrose spirits buyer 
Herchelle Perez Terrado 
said: “Over the past few 
years, gin has become one 
of Britain’s trendiest drinks. 

“It’s been through a rev-
olution – new brands are 
experimenting with differ-
ent styles and flavours and 
gin cocktails pop up in the 
hippest bars. Gin martinis 
are also very popular, 
which may be behind the 
rise in vermouth sales.”

Gatsby... DiCaprio

so hard. So I had him thinking about, over and 
over again, his favourite scenes from movies.

“A lot of the tricks I use are also employed by 
professional sportsmen and women. People like 
Mo Farah and other long-distance athletes almost 
certainly use similar techniques.” 

With his latest method he’s confident of silenc-
ing any critics by working with Dr Ruden to 
compile clinical  evidence to support the theory.

“Some of my techniques have been very pomp-
ously attacked over the years so it does feel good 
to be right,” he says.

“Ultimately I just want to help people. The 
way I see it is the more tools we have in 
the box, the better. And Havening works.

“I know it’s going to annoy large parts 
of the psychological community, which I 
enjoy  immensely. Part of my life’s mission 
has been to annoy psychologists.”

If you want to try Paul’s meth-
od yourself, follow his step-by-
step guide on the right.

say he knows a fair bit about luck. Simon, he says, 
is the perfect example of someone born to be 
successful. “The thing with Simon is that he doesn’t 
get emotional,” he says. 

“He’s the Zen master. He’s got a non-attachment 
to things. He’ll look at a new project and say ‘OK, 
I want to do this’ but he manages to stay calm.

“He has immense confidence and also charisma. 
People like that hold certain beliefs about them-
selves. That’s what makes them succeed.”

And Paul says this confidence can be learned. 
Even Olympic heroes have help from psychologists 
and hypnotherapists and their techniques are not 
so far removed from the mental tricks he teaches 
to help people lose weight or quit smoking.

tricks
“I’ve worked with a lot of athletes and there are 

mental tricks you can use to squeeze time and 
make it feel shorter.

“When I worked with David Walliams on his 
cross-channel swim we worked on two things – the 
boredom of the distance and the pain of pushing 

to help others. He says: “I struggled at school, I 
saw immense cruelty in the form of bullying and 
it made me appreciate compassion.” Despite his 
conviction that anyone can overcome their demons, 
Paul says some people just seem to have it made 
from the start.

“Some people are disproportionately more lucky 
than others,” he says. “I think that comes undoubt-
edly from not being self-conscious.”

Paul, originally from Enfield, 
North London, battled with 

dyslexia and suffered during 
his strict Catholic schooling. 
He was working as a radio 
DJ when he first developed 
an interest in hypnosis.

Now living a glamorous 
lifestyle in LA with a host 

of showbiz pals including 
Simon Cowell, it’s safe to 
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Paul says Havening can 
be used to help with:

Paul McKenna’s revolutionary new theraPy
i can make you 
lose 
your 

Fears
Beat money, job or family worries 
like the stars... in my 10 easy steps

He helped David Walliams to swim 
the channel, stephen Fry to lose 
weight and treated russell Brand for 
his addictions.

Now, mere mortals can turn their lives around 
with Paul McKenna’s innovative new therapy.

It’s called Havening and he says it has the 
power to beat everything from stress about your 
job and family to money worries in 10 easy steps.

Using a series of eye movements as well as 
tapping and stroking of the arms, Paul says it 
sparks brain chemicals which work to break down 
the negative emotions and free you from anxiety.

Paul explains: “I get people to think of the 
problem and focus their minds on it. Then I ask 
them to tap on different parts of their body, to use 
their eyes and touch the sides of their arms. 

“These movements create a chemical reaction 
in the brain which undoes and breaks down the 
negativity. It disconnects the thought from the 
feeling.”

He uses Havening to treat everything from 
phobias and post-traumatic stress to bereavement 
and everyday worries. “Everyone has something 
that throws them off balance,” says Paul.

“Usually what people do 
in these situations is med-
icate themselves with 
drinking, drugs, smoking, 
gambling, sex, shopping or 
food. But these are short- 
term crutches.

“Emotional reactions are 
driven by a chemical code. 
Havening alters that code.”

Paul says the result is a 
brighter outlook and a 
calmer attitude towards 
life – he often takes just 45 
minutes to treat people. 
“Absolutely anyone can 
practise Havening,” he 
says.

“Some people can knock 
something on the head in 
one go, other people need 
four or five attempts. But 
this is the best thing I’ve 
found for dealing with 
these kind of problems. 

“I was at a meeting the other day and this lady 
was talking about how her dog had died. I went 
up to her afterwards and asked her if she would 
be interested in trying the Havening technique 
to make her feel better. Afterwards she said, ‘My 
God, I feel so much calmer, thank you.’”

Paul is so convinced of Havening’s success rate 
he wants to see it used by the NHS.

“What used to take months to repair we can do 
in minutes. It has huge implications for healthcare 
professionals dealing with problems like this all 
the time.”

tecHNiQue
As the world’s most famous hypnotist and self-

help guru, Paul has written books on everything 
from getting to sleep to quitting  smoking and is 
best known for solving the problems of others.

But the tables were turned when he met  
American doctor Ronald Ruden, the creator of 
the Havening technique. 

“At the time I had just broken up with my 
girlfriend,” says Paul. “She had gone off with the 
husband of one of my friends so I was really 
 annoyed. I had dinner with Ron and he said, ‘I’ve 
got to show you this new technique.’

“He told me to conjure up a picture of my ex-
girlfriend and all the feelings about 
it. Then he went through the Ha-
vening process and within 10 
minutes I had no emotion about 
it. Even now I remember what 
happened but I can’t get anything 
going positive or negative. It’s just 
neutral.”

It’s hard to imagine the smooth-
talking multimillionaire suffering 
from a broken heart but Paul, 49, 
says it’s his own experiences 
that have spurred him on Belief... Simon 

and David
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the world on my shoulders. But  afterwards my 
whole persona changed. I felt as light as a 
feather, it’s the most relief I’d felt in years. Even 
the back pain has improved.”

Darren, 42, now has a new partner, Wendy, 
and the couple are planning to get married in 
August. The experience, he says, has totally 
changed his perception of life.

“It was so simple,” he says. “And you can do 
it yourself. Any bit of stress I get now I do the 
technique. I’ve also done a course myself and 
I’d like to start helping other people. If Paul’s 
ever looking for an apprentice, I’m up for it!”

Paul says: “With Darren, I didn’t try to deal 
with the whole situation at once. I got him to 
think about each individual event then I worked 
through the process and bit by bit we broke it 
down and separated his negative feelings from 
the memories of the events.”

so hard. So I had him thinking about, over and 
over again, his favourite scenes from movies.

“A lot of the tricks I use are also employed by 
professional sportsmen and women. People like 
Mo Farah and other long-distance athletes almost 
certainly use similar techniques.” 

With his latest method he’s confident of silenc-
ing any critics by working with Dr Ruden to 
compile clinical  evidence to support the theory.

“Some of my techniques have been very pomp-
ously attacked over the years so it does feel good 
to be right,” he says.

“Ultimately I just want to help people. The 
way I see it is the more tools we have in 
the box, the better. And Havening works.

“I know it’s going to annoy large parts 
of the psychological community, which I 
enjoy  immensely. Part of my life’s mission 
has been to annoy psychologists.”

If you want to try Paul’s meth-
od yourself, follow his step-by-
step guide on the right.

‘It transformed my life’
DArrEn rafferty met Paul McKenna after 
responding to a request for people to take part 
in a university study into Havening.

The former train conductor from Sheffield 
lost his mum to cancer 10 years ago. Five years 
ago he got divorced and then had a car accident 
which left him with debilitating back injuries. 

He spent 45 minutes with Paul during which 
he was asked to conjure up each event in 

his mind while they worked through the 
Havening technique. 

“He told me to close 
my eyes and think 

about my mum as 
we went through 
the process. When 
I first went in I 
looked like I’d got 

the weight of 

Paul McKenna’s revolutionary new theraPy
i can make you 
lose 
your 

Fears
Beat money, job or family worries 
like the stars... in my 10 easy steps

Paul and Darren

The 10 steps

1 Recall the event or emotion. 
Notice how much stress or 

 discomfort you are feeling and rate 
it on a scale of 1-10. This lets you 
measure how much you reduce it  
by. If your initial level of discomfort 
is not at least a 6 out of 10, think 
about additonal incidents or  
situations until it is.

2 Clear your 
mind, or think 

about something 
nice such as lying 
on a sunny beach.

3 Use both 
hands to tap 

on both your  
collarbones.

4 Continue tap-
ping on your 

collarbones, look 
straight ahead, 
keep your head still, and close and 
open your eyes.

5 Continue tapping and, keep-
ing your head still, look down 

to the left then down to the right.

6 Now cross your arms, place 
your hands on the tops of 

your shoulders 
and close your 
eyes. Stroke your 
hands down the 
sides of your arms 
from your shoul-
ders to your el-
bows, down and 
up, again and 
again.

7 As you carry 
on stroking 

the sides of your 
arms imagine you 
are walking along a 
beach and count 
out loud from 1 to 20 with each 
step that you take. When you 
reach 20 hum ‘Happy Birthday’ or 
another song you know well.

8 Now, let your arms drop and 
relax them, and open your 

eyes. Move your eyes slowly from 
left to right and back three times.

9 Close your eyes and stroke 
the sides of your arms again 

five times.

10 Now open your eyes and rate, 
on your scale from 1 to 10, the 

level of your stress or discomfort now. 
If it is way down the bottom,  
congratulations! If your feelings of 
stress are not yet reduced enough, 
simply repeat the sequence until 
you reach a lower level.

Try Paul McKenna’s Havening  
technique on your own at home 
and see if it works for you...

win
a session with 
Paul McKenna

We are offering three Sunday Mirror 
readers an opportunity to meet Paul 
and experience the Havening technique.

If you have recently gone through a 
divorce or relationship breakdown, lost 
a loved one, suffered a car accident or 
trauma... get in touch.

email features@sundaymirror.co.uk 
with a 100-word description of the issue 
you would like Paul to help you with.

Closing date is Tuesday, May 14 at 
5pm. Winners will need to be able to 
travel to London on Friday, May 17.

Terms and condiTions
1. Closing date is 5pm May 14, 2013. 2. Three winners will be selected 
from all entries received. 3. Winners will receive a Havening session 
with Paul McKenna. 4. Prizes are non transferable, no whole/part cash 
alternatives. 5. Std MGN Ltd Rules apply – go to mirror.co.uk/rules
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